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Meat quality particularly is affected by the method or the cooling systems, which applied
in freezing process. According to applying freezing method in most industry especially
when the temperature difference is very high value, in this regard, analysis the efficacy of
the changing of properties in freezing process is very important issue. Applying the
computational fluid dynamic model (CFD), which can simulate the effect of freezing on
meat properties, will help to save in time and cost. Especially when predicting the time
for freezing theproduct with certain thermal properties. In this paper, CFD models created
in two-dimensional in order to simulate the cooling process in terms freezing tunnel
ofrefrigerator. Obtained Numerical results were compared with experimental data. The
geometric of fish meat has been modeled and required time for freezing each of them has
been obtained and compared with together. The storage temperature of each of meat was
found from tables and handbooks and applied in simulation. The level of freezing in
different times hasbeen presented in temperature and freezing mass fraction counters. This
condition validates by comparing the experimental and obtained data for fish meat. In
addition, it is noticeable that freezing temperature for variousmeats is different from each
other.
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1. INTRODUCTION

agreement with experimental data.Seongand Sik[8] works on
the Theory and conducted experimental research on the effect
of pipesdiameter and cooling length to the forming of ice ball
in freezing process with liquid Nitrogen during maintenance,
in this regard, they found out the importance of these two
factors on the forming ice. Richardson et al. [9]called the
freezing phenomenon as a valuable process because of
Localfreezingpipes, which is noticeable in industry for solving
repair and maintenance of pipelines. Lomauroet al. [10]
reported statistics due to humidity distribution constant of
cow’s meat. Motarjemi [11] also represented humidity
distribution constant of mince of cow’s meat at various
temperature and humidity. Mertset al. [12] introduced and
discover novel approach for evaluating the drying curve of one
sample of meat and found some technical points. Radford et al.
[13] used drying technic for determination humidity
distribution constant in their survey. In the present study, the
effect of freezing CSIRO approach on fish will be analyzed
numerically by considering time. For increasing the accuracy
of research, thermal properties of meat have been considered
as a function of temperature.

The quality of meat and food value is affected by five
factors: transferring, cooling, processing, packing and storing.
The way of storing of meat products is very crucial factor
which must be attended during transporting. In order to
maintain freshness during transport, controllingtemperature of
refrigerator is important factor. The logical cooling causes
long refrigerator life of meat [1]. Among the two phase
phenomenon, researchers concentrate and study on freezing
process due to contribute in wide spread ofresearch area as:
metal processing, food cooling, Casting process, envirmental
engineering, ice accumulation in airplane wings, melting of
snow and Iceland, cooling of land, increasing the volume of
soil due to Glacial, freezing of marine and aerial structures,
transmission line of fluids and energy storing system. The
freezing process was named as motion boundary problems
which also introduce as Stephan problems (issue). This
process happens with heat conduction along with phase
changing and the main characteristic of freezing is changing
of phase concurrent with releasing the latent heat due to
changing the phase. Heat transferring with phase change is
non-linear problems [2].the most paper which published in the
mass and heat transferarea is related to cooling of products and
very few of these models have been studied for food
production [3-5]. Aldousari [6] investigated the progress of
pressure in limited pipe, which contains water while ice is
growing and presented some ways for holding the pressure
constant for avoiding the pipes bursting during maintenance.
Two- dimensional heat transfer and laminar flow freezing
inside the pipe with Small diameter was analyzed numerically
with fluent software by Conde et al. [7] which shows good

2. NUMERICAL
FREEZING

SIMULATION

OF

FISH

MEAT

For predicting the required time to freeze the foods,
information for their thermal properties is essential. In this part,
white fish freezing has been studied. Freezing temperature
according to Margeirsson et al. [14-16] reports is -0.92oCand
we used this value in this work. When the meat of fish cooled
near to freezing temperature, phase changing in fish muscle
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occurs with forming ice crystals. According to Fikkin, each
fish meat contains 80.3% of water. Table 1showsthe

dependence of heat conduction coefficient (k) and specific
heat capacity (Cp) at constant pressure to temperature.

Table 1. Heat conduction coefficient (k) and specific heat capacity (Cp) in different temperatures for fish meat [17-18]
T (oC)
k (W/(mK))
Cp (kJ/(kgK))

-4
1.361
15.11

-0.92
1.302
223.0

0
0.430
4.144

5
0.430
3.641

10
0.430
3.683

The value of density (ρ) has been considered 1054
kg/m3according to [17]. The results in table 1 show the
dependence of physical properties of fish to temperature
especially at below-0.92oC. Figure 1 shows the considered fish
which will be simulated and studied in Fluent and will be
compared with previous works. One two-dimensional model
has been simulated with finite volume and the obtained results
are compared with experimental results at various times.
Figure 3. Model of two-dimensional fish
4. ENERGY EQUATION
Generally, the problems which explained the Transient
phenomenon, can convert to partial difference equations
which satisfy the boundary and initial condition. According to
energy conservation equation and cooling low of Fourier for
one differential control volume and presume that fish is
cylinder, with this assumption the energy equation must be
solved as following as:
Figure 1. The simulated fish at present paper
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(1)

is the thermal diffusion coefficient. As k

and Cp are function of temperature but the value of ρ is
constant.

The schematic of mentioned fish has shown in figure 2. The
dimension is in Mm. The Gambit software has been used for
creating geometry and meshing. In model related to fish,
triangular two-dimensionalcellshave been utilized which is
represented in figure 3. Due to freezing dependence to
temperature, the problem study in unsteady condition.
Therefore, the time step (Δt) is considered 0.1 second and used
pressure based for solving the analysis. For solving the
governor equations, SIMPLE algorithm has been proposed.
For the surface of fish, flow motion assumed. For discretizing
the equation Second Order Upwind has been used and
considers the residual equal to 10-6. For introducing the meat
properties as specific heat capacity and thermal conduction
coefficient which is function of temperature, one UDF written
and added to software.

5. CALCULATION OF THERMAL PROPERTIES
In this paper, freezing process of software models solved
with different assumption and then numerical data compared
with experimental data. The fallowing assumption, which have
been applied:
Software model with assuming constant value for food
thermal properties. For example these properties could be
obtained from averaging the thermal properties at two stages;
fish not frozen and completely frozen [19].
Software model which thermal properties are function of
temperature, used from experimental data. By accessing to
these data or with creating linkage between thermal properties
and temperature, can be used from this approach and algorithm
for all foods. For instance: for calculation thermal conduction
coefficient (k), and specific heat (Cp) of fish can be referred to
Zhao et al. [20] equation.

𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 = 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 + (𝑛𝑛𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 − 𝑀𝑀𝑏𝑏 𝑛𝑛𝑠𝑠 )�𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑓𝑓 − 𝑇𝑇𝑖𝑖,𝑓𝑓 �𝐻𝐻𝑜𝑜 /
If T<Ti,f
(𝑇𝑇𝑤𝑤,𝑓𝑓 − 𝑇𝑇)

Figure 2. Two-Dimensional model of simulated fish
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𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝 = 𝐶𝐶𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝 If T>Ti,f

(2)
(3)

k = k f + (k 0 − k f )�Tw,f − Ti,f �/(Tw,f − T) If
T<Ti,f
𝑘𝑘 = 𝑘𝑘𝑜𝑜 If T>Ti,f

6. RESULTS

(4)

For the casewhich initial temperature of fish is 5oC and the
freezer temperature is -35C the obtained results presented in
table 2. By referring to this table, it can be observed motion
boundary condition has more accurate result than constant
temperature boundary condition.

(5)

Table 2. The comparison between present numerical and experimental results
Model

Boundary condition

Δt (s)

Numerical Model with
constant thermal
properties (case 1)

Constant temperature

Numerical Model with
variable thermal
properties (case2)

Constant temperature

180
300
180
300
180
300
180
300

Motion boundary

Motion boundary

Table 2 shows that there is noticeable difference in the result
by considering various boundary conditions and this effect
shows thermal properties with low accuracy in obtaining times
of freezing. In the freezing of porous food as meat, water
evaporates from surface of meat and during freezing water
pass from inner layer. During this phenomenon, water
sublimate at surface of meat, which is not noticeable and
compare with heat transfer phenomenon, mass transfer
happens at outer region of meat and is negligible. Furthermore,
in dense foods, because of low rate of humidity diffusion, the
portion of penetration in heat transfer is negligible [21]. In this
research, the chosen tissue is fish and non-porous.

Present
numericalfreezing
time (hour)
0.3
0.3
0.55
0.58
2.3
1.92
4.9
5.08

Experimental freezing
time (hour)
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

The figures 4 and 5 show the counters of temperature and
freezing fraction at various times (second) for variable
properties. As clear in the figures, the center of foods in the
stage of freezing, spend more time in critical region which has
constant value of temperature. In the beginning of freezing,
temperature increasing is tangible due to release of the latent
heat of crystallization and crystal formation. Also temperature
gradient and freezing fraction due to air motion is equal from
outer layer to center. It can be concluded, the tail of fish due
to low thickness freezes suddenly.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4. Temperature counters at: a) t = 0.5 hr b) t = 2 hr c) t = 3.5 hr d) t = 5 hr
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. Freezing fraction counters at: a) t = 0.5 hr b) t = 2 hr c) t = 3.5 hr d) t = 5 hr
Also the effect of initial temperature on freezing time has
been investigated and observed there is no significant
difference in initial temperature with air flow motion in
freezing of fish. This issue has been shown in figure 6. Our
analysis shows that time freezing difference for freezer with 35oC with the -25oCis almost one hour.

analysis, insoluble materials in humidity of fish cause to
decrease the freezing point to less than water freezing point. In
initial freezing, some amount of water freeze and the
concentration of remaining solution will increase. With regard
to this matter, the freezing point of unfrozen part of fish
decreases and this phenomenon will dominate the freezing
phenomenon. After passing required time and complete
freezing of center of fish as figure 6 shows, temperature
decreasing starts again until the temperature equilibrium with
surrounding fluid and center of fish. The main mechanism for
heat transfer in this period is heat penetration. By going the
end of this process, fish and surrounding fluid will isotherm
and by decreasing the gradient of temperature, the rate of heat
transfer in this range will decrease. Figure 7 presents the
amount of released heat of fish for the first 360 sec. Although
this value is negative but the absolute value has been
considered.

Figure 6. Effect of initial fish temperature on freezing time at
T0=5, 20, 40oC
With regards to figure 6, in initial times, the center of
material is not affected with outside temperature variation. By
more temperature decreasing of surface and subsequently
temperature exchanging with inside the fish, the temperature
of center will be decreased quickly up to initial freezing of fish.
Up to this point, heat transfer to center of fish is due to heat
penetration. After this phenomenon, because of phase
changing of inside water, temperature is constant for a period
of time. The process of phase changing which accompany with
heat releasing is time-consuming action. However, by going
across the fish due to fast heat transfer, the range of phase
changing will be decreased. According to our results in this

Figure 7. Fish released heat at first 350 seconds
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In this article, heat transfer modeling of food product during
freezing due to fluid motion on the surface of fish has been
studied. One of the novelties of this research, applying two
numerical approaches with constant thermal properties (Case
1) and variable thermal properties to temperature (case 2), the
boundary conditions considered for two cases are constant
temperature and convection heat transfer. The obtained result
show that there is noticeable difference between experimental
and numerical data by applying constant thermal properties
and constant temperature boundary condition and this efficacy
indicates the inaccuracy of obtained freezing time by
considering of thermal properties with low accuracy. In
addition, temperature increasing observed again in initial
freezing due to releasing of latent heat of crystallization and
formation of ice crystals. Furthermore, temperature gradient
and freezing fraction from surface to center because of air
motion is the same. Also the effect of initial temperature of
fish on the time of freezing was studied and obtained data
shows the freezing point of fish due to being insoluble
materials in humidity of fish is less than water. In initial
freezing, some amount of water freeze and the concentration
of remaining solution will increase. With repetition this matter,
the freezing point of unfrozen part of fish decreases and this
phenomenon will dominate the freezing phenomenon.
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